Describing Activities to Verify Artifacts(Documents and Program) in Software R&D

Abstract

In software R&D artifacts including documents and program code are produced. There are two kinds of software R&D artifacts: Research artifacts and development artifacts. Research artifacts include software R&D planning document, annual report, final report, research note and so on. Software development artifacts include software requirements, software design description, testing plan, test report, and program code. It is important to verify the documents and to test code to check the direction of the R&D. Moreover, we should check relationships as such completeness and consistency between research and development artifacts. The verification and testing help project manager and researchers understand what they do during software projects. Therefore, in this study, we present a process to verify documents and program in software R & D. In the process we check documents produced in software R&D and test program code. We describe the process by using Essence elements including alpha, activity, and competency. We present a case study to show the effectiveness of the process.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Researchers and developers produce program code and documents in software R&D. They examine documents and code to monitor project progress and quality during software project where they verify both the code and documents. The purpose of this verification is to make contribution to software testing activity. Artifacts of software R&D project are divided into two groups. One is software research documents including R&D planning document, annual report, final report, research note and so on. The other includes software development artifacts including requirement specification, design description, test plan, test report, program code and so on.

Researchers and developers should check the documents and test program code to confirm the direction of the R&D.
Moreover, they should investigate relationships as such completeness and consistency between research and development artifacts. Thus, they have to be aware of how the verification goes. In this paper, we describe a test process with activities to verify artifacts in software R&D project.

We use Essence framework by Object Management Group for our process. Essence kernel has 6 alphas and every alpha changes its status in case of activities of the alpha had fulfilled. We use high-level test planning, detailed-level test planning, unit-level test planning, unit testing, detailed-level testing and high-level testing as alphas in our process.

The contribution of this paper is that we introduce a test process that conforms to software R&D projects and both software product and documents are able to be tested within the process. Specifications are essential for successful software testing, but other similar studies do not consider correctness of the related documents and do not include any activities on verifying specifications.

Remainder of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 provides some basic information on relative technologies, Section 3 contains a brief content of related works, Section 4 presents a test process we are introducing, Section 5 describes the association of our process and Essence model and Section 6 illustrates conclusion of this paper and how our study will continue in future.

2. RELATED WORK

2.1 ESSENCE

Essence [1-3] is a framework that presents the state of software development progress and provides the common ground for those diverse software engineering methods and theories. Essence mainly consists of four parts such as Methods, Practices, The Kernel and The Language. Method is a set of Practices and it’s not just a description of what is expected to be done, but a description of what is actually done. A practice is a repeatable approach to doing something with a specific objective in mind. The Essence Language is the domain-specific language to define methods, practices and kernels. Kernel contains Alphas, Activity Space and Competencies. There are seven alphas in Essence Kernel that are Stakeholders, Opportunity, Requirements, Software System, Team, Way of Working and Work and each alpha changes its state during the progress.

Seven alphas of essence kernel are grouped into three areas of concern. Firstly, Opportunity and Stakeholder alphas are included in Customer area. Solution area contains alphas that Requirement and Software System. Lastly, Work, Team and Way of Working alphas are included in Endeavour area. Every alpha has its own states and those states shows the progress of fulfillment of project development. Alphas contain the things to do or Activity Spaces which need to be done in order to change to next state of alpha. We used essence kernel for test process model in our study and we created whole other new alphas which are essential for our model. There is also “Competencies” or “Abilities Needed” in the kernel, it determines the competencies in each area, for example, Analysis, Development and Testing are the needed abilities of Solution area. Those competencies have five levels that 1-Assists, 2- Applies, 3- Masters, 4-Adapts and 5-Innovates.

2.2 TMM(i)

TMMi is test maturity reference model [4-6] which is developed by TMMi foundation. Its structure is same as Capability Maturity Model (CMM) and concept was firstly introduced in 1996. TMMi was made to improve the testing effectiveness and made it possible for organizations that they determine their fulfillment and effectiveness of their testing. A quality assurance framework is included in TMMi model and it is used for connection that provides information on concept and ideas between workers in large organization.

As shown in Figure 1, TMMi has five maturity levels which are Initial, Managed Defined, Measured and Optimization. Each level includes process areas which need to be done in order to advance next level. Process areas contain two kinds of practices which are Specific and Generic practices and both the lowest unit of the TMMi model. Specific practice is included only in one particular process area. Generic process is a process which is connected to two or more process areas so it means several process areas’ fulfillment is dependent to one Generic Practice. There are also Specific and Generic goals which indicate the purpose of specific and generic practices and need to be satisfied by those practices when they are done.
ISO 29119 is a standard for software testing standardized by International Organization for Standardization in 2013. This standard consists of 5 parts such as Concepts and Definitions, Test Processes, Test Documentation, Test Techniques and Keyword Driven Testing. This standard was implemented in order to draw the baseline for the testing discipline and settle the conflict in current definition and processes. In our study we use part 2 of the standard, test process which uses risk-based approach. Firstly, the part 2 of ISO 29119 also includes Static Test Process as fourth part. However, in recent update Static Test Process part was removed and the part 2 has become three layered model. The layers with their activities are shown in Figure 2.

![Figure 2] LAYERS AND ACTIVITIES OF ISO 29119-2

The Organizational Test Process layer is divided into two parts: Test policy and Test Strategy parts of Software Testing. Test Management Process layer consists of three activities which are Test Planning, Test Monitoring & Control and Test Completion. In Test Planning activity, the test planning document is generated and sent to Dynamic Test Process layer. While Test Monitoring & Control activity checks the progress of test process by test measures that sent from Dynamic Test Process layer.

From Organizational Test Process layer Organizational Test Strategy is passed to Test Management Process layer and Test Management Process layer feedback to the Organizational Test Process layer. Thus, Test Management Process layer produces Level Test Plans based on Test Strategy and passes it to the Dynamic Test Process layer with Control Directives. Lastly, Dynamic Test Process layer passes the test measures to Test Management Process layer after testing activities are finished on all levels.

We utilize a study [8] about Test Maturity Models while we study software testing field. TMMi is a test maturity model developed by TMMi foundation for the purpose of determining testing quality by organization itself. We considered TMMi has some similar prospects and so we researched related papers to TMMi. Since 2007, Erik van Veenendaal published number of papers on test process improvement and introduced TMMi as the reference model.

In 2013 Pan-Wei Hg et al. [9] raised a problem by his paper about how the student’s knowledge that learned in college differs from employee’s requirement. He mentioned in his paper that the lack of framework makes it hard to understand and compare the college education system and industry needs. Pan-Wei Hg suggested Essence can be bridge among the gap between industry, research and education.

B. Elveseter et al. [10] illustrates Essence Kernel and Language and how they we used in the study. This study shows key language concept difference between SPEM and Essence - which both OMG projects. The comparison is based in REMICS project and result showed in spite of both developed by same author they have some key differences in method. From this paper we have obtained some useful knowledge about Essence 1.0 and SPEM 2.0 and gap between them.

D. J. Han et al. [11] is a study which describes guidelines
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for implementing Capability Maturity Model Integration (CMMI) based configuration management in Extreme Programming (XP). Therefore, this paper provides basic knowledge on CMMI and Extreme Programming and configuration management (CM) practices of CMMI were redefined in order to customize them for XP. This study was useful for our research because we are developing a TMMi-based software test process where TMMi and CMMI are conceptually similar.

K. S. Lee et al. [12] proposed a software development process that based on Rational Unified Process (RUP). The proposed process is a tailored version of RUP for Korean Core Instrumentation System. They evaluated the result by typical waterfall lifecycle model and RUP.

In S. W. Shin et al. [13], a number of improvement models were used such as SPICE (Software Process Improvement and Capability dEtermination) and CMMI which is can be used for improving quality of mobile embedded software. In this paper, XP is also used because it has the iteration development feature. Thus, authors proposed a XP-based software process improvement framework that can achieve CMMI level 2 or 3.

J. A. Kim [17] proposed a quality assessment framework for evaluating medical software R&D Project. Authors identified the critical features of medical device software such as safety, standardization and continuing change. Those features are used for evaluation of medical software R&D project. However, the study limited to focus on only the medical field of R&D.

3. DEFINING TEST PROCESS IN SOFTWARE R&D PROJECT

3.1 TEST PROCESS FOR SOFTWARE RESEARCH DOCUMENTS

Test Process for R&D Project tests document artifacts such as planning document, annual report and final report which are sequentially made from testing activities. At planning level, researcher creates planning document which includes content like overall plan, final research goal and annual research goal. Thus, it is verified by tester and result will be informed to researcher.
Research documents not used for testing, shown in Figure 4, are helpful for monitoring project progress because they are produced constantly during the progression of project unlike non-periodical documents such as planning document, annual report and final report.

Therefore, in this paper, the test process for software R&D includes testing activities which are based on those non-periodical documents such as meeting minutes, research note and weekly report submitted constantly. Usage of periodical documents in testing makes it possible to monitor project progress effectively. Therefore, they are used as additional information for accurate testing in each level of test process.

3.2 TEST PROCESS FOR SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT

Software development is required to be tested often for the reason that invisibility feature of software [14]. Therefore, software development test process is based on common model V&V (Verification and Validation). The verification level of V&V test process consists of acceptance test planning, system test planning, integration test planning and software unit test planning. Thus, validation level consists of acceptance testing, system testing, integration testing and software unit testing.

(Figure 5) SOFTWARE V&V PROCESS

As pointed by arrow in Figure 5, Acceptance test plan is associated with acceptance testing activity and system test plan is associated with system testing activity respectively and so on. If test plan and test activities are structured like this pattern in the process we introduced, complex software artifacts can be tested more precisely.

(Figure 6) ARTIFACTS IN SOFTWARE V&V PROCESS

As shown in Figure 6, only source code items are not enough for software development testing also various document artifacts are required. There are development documents like Software Design Description (SDD) and Software Requirement Specification (SRS) which associated to both test planning and test activities. There are also SW Product that provides source code which is considered as software related artifact and document artifacts such as Software Test Plan (STP) and Software Product Specification (SPS).

Figure 6 shows dependencies between software activities and software artifacts. SRS contains user requirements analyzed by researcher and it can be used in system testing and acceptance testing. SDD includes items like module design and software structure. Thus, SDD is used in integration test plan level and also used in unit testing and integration testing levels. The artifacts that SPS, STP and SW product are used in all validation activities.

We are introducing a test process that contains both V&V planning and testing activity because we set software R&D as our target. This test process utilizes software development documents such as SRS, SDD and SPS.

3.3 TEST PROCESS FOR SOFTWARE R&D PROJECT

We define the process that tests not only software research artifacts but also software development artifacts by analyzing both software R&D test process and software test process. The software R&D test process is based on TMMi model and ISO 29119-2 standard.
The activities of software R&D test process levels are defined by activities of R&D process and software test process. Figure 7 shows activities of high level test plan, detailed level test plan and unit level test plan as test planning activities. Testing activities such as high level testing, detailed level testing and unit level testing are also shown.

(Figure 7) DEFINITION OF TEST PROCESS ACTIVITIES

System test plan and acceptance test plan for testing R&D planning document are defined as High level test plan. The annual report test plan and integration test plan are defined as detailed-level test plan. The research note test plan and unit test plan defined as unit-level test plan. High-level testing examines the final report and software system. Detailed-level testing examines the annual report and software integration. And unit-level testing confirms research note and software module.

(Figure 8) SOFTWARE R&D TEST PROCESS

Structure and cycle of the proposed process is shown in Figure 8. The test process needs to be performed the high-level testing activity with project management related documents and software related documents. After high-level testing activity is finished, the detailed level test plan, unit level test plan, detailed level testing and unit level testing activities will be performed repeatedly. In last stage of process, comprehensive testing will be performed in High-level testing activity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Software R&amp;D Test Activity</th>
<th>Artifacts(input → output)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High-Level Test Planning</td>
<td>R&amp;D Project Plan with Template, Software Requirement Specification(SRS) → Software Lifecycle Test Plan (for Project Plan and System Testing)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detailed-Level Test Planning</td>
<td>Project Annual Report Template, Software Design Description(SDD) → Software Lifecycle Test Plan (for Annual Report Items and Integration Testing)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unit-Level Test Planning</td>
<td>Project Research Note Template, SDD → Software Lifecycle Test Plan (for Research Note and Unit Testing)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unit-Level Test</td>
<td>Software Lifecycle Test Plan, Research Note, Program Code → Software Lifecycle Test Report (for Research Note and Unit Testing)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Input documents are defined for each by activities of software R&D test process. During the planning activities of the process is being performed, the Software Life-Cycle Test Plan(SLTP) is generated and used in the next activities such as high-level test, detailed-level test and unit-level test.

After test activities performed and concluded as instructed in SLTP, the test result is shown through Software Life-Cycle Test Report (SLTR). Table 1 shows all input and output documents of process activities.

3.4 DOCUMENTATION OF TEST PROCESS

The proposed test process has test planning document and test result document, SLTP and SLTR [15]. SLTP includes
contents that related to planning of software testing such as test strategy, risk approach, test environment requirement, test case and scenario etc.

SLTR contains test result of both software product and document artifacts. The test results of three levels are shown separately. For example, software test result of High-level testing is shows by 6 metrics that defined in Software Quality standard ISO9126. The quality software product is evaluated by its functionality, reliability, usability, efficiency, maintainability and portability. On the other hand, document artifacts are evaluated by three metrics, Traceability, Completeness and Consistency.

4. CASE STUDY: MODELING TEST PROCESS USING ESSENCE

In software process modeling field, there are two well-known software process modeling languages, SPEM and Essence, both created by Object Management Group. We used a comparative study [10] in order to make a choice for which one best suits our process. In the comparative study, SPEM language architecture has some shortage in process enactment. On the other hand, Essence contains some better concept and structure for supporting enactment.

Therefore, we choose Essence, where its detailed information is in Section 2, to model our process and process can be structured by essential object (alpha), element activity (activity) and element role (Competency). We present a model in Figure 9 and define high-level, detailed-level and unit-levels as alphas of our model. Thus, activities of planning and testing are defined as activities of the model.

We compared our paper with Imoto[16] in order to show our process model’s benefit and advantages. Artifacts used in project evaluation model can show how properly the projects evaluated by specific model. Table 2 shows R&D related artifacts used in our proposed approach and Imoto’s[16].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>Artifacts used</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Our approach</td>
<td>Planning Document, Annual Report, Research Note, Meeting minute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imoto[16]</td>
<td>Planning Document</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Imoto’s study used seven evaluation indices and they all can be found in R&D project planning document. On the other hand, our approach used other periodical and non-periodical documents such as annual report, research note, meeting minute. Those artifacts are useful for more proper evaluation of R&D project and makes project real monitoring even possible.

5. CONCLUSION

Software R&D colleagues should examine research documents such as project planning document, annual report and final report. And they should check development documents like requirements specification, design description and test program code. Thus, in this paper, we described a test process with activities to validate artifacts produced in software R&D. The process enables them to monitor the project progress more effectively because the process utilizes constantly generated artifacts.

However, we have to define more detailed activities to apply our process to software R&D project. We also need a tool to support our process. Therefore, we plan to define process activities in detail. Finally, we will implement a tool to enact a detailed test process which is modeled by Essence.
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